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When you move from one place to another and try to put furniture and equipment from the old office to the new one, sometimes you run into problems. Today's featured workspace highlights the excellent before and after conversion. Lifehacker reader Dave Bach did over his little research with some fresh paint, new treatment windows,
and an awesome custom built table. He writes: My research was poorly laid out by the place - I just transplanted the same design from my previous home to a new room - it didn't feel spacious, and although it had a lot of storage, it was always full and felt cluttered. The radiator was under the front desk so I always kicked it or got hot feet.
I got back pain from sitting on a low desk all day and the computer sounded like a jet engine when you opened the app. As the monitor backed on to the window, I always struggled to see the screen as it would be silhouetted by any external light coming in so I bought a new computer and decided I needed a new desk to go along with it.
After a lot of searches, but not find anything that would fit the bill (good height, ability to hide all the wires and unused gadgets, etc.), I decided to build my own. This was to make the room feel more spacious, while holding all the useful files, gadgets, wires, etc. that I needed. I'd like to move my old PS3 into the study too, so it's quieter to
be able to absorb iPlayer and streaming duties in the living room. Any extra space got will be used to put a nice chair so I can play guitar and PS3 in the world. I've been itching to start a tree working course, but it's always cancelled at the last minute - so my wood work skills are pretty much what you see - not the funky pigeon tails here -
it's the basic butt joints, pine and MDF all the way! The new installation looks fantastic and with enough design to flair to belong in the magazine. Great job, Dave, and a great example of how a little DIY magic gets you exactly what you want and how you want it. Check before, in the process, and after the photos below: If you have your
own workspace to show, throw photos on the flickr account and add it to the Lifehacker Workspace Show and Tell Pool. Include some details about your installation and why it works for you and you just might see it featured on the front page of Lifehacker.G/O Media can get commissioned before and after: A tiny study of the Lifehacker
Workspace Show and Tell Pool Earning Diploma can hone your skills and clean you promotion. It could boost your salary, too. Proof in salary: Four-year-olds Colleges earn about $51,000 a year, but those with advanced degrees earn twice as much as the amount (Source: Clark). Before you cash in, however, you need to figure out how
to learn to the final exam entry (GRE). Many master's programs require all applicants to take the GRE, a nearly four-hour test that verbal, quantitative and analytical writing skills. Graduate programs use the exam as a window into the applicant's overall skills and consider GRE scores along with transcripts, resumes, letters of
recommendation and other qualifications. Advertising Doing Well on GRE can require a lot of preparation. While exam designers say it's designed to measure only your overall ability - it means you don't have to study for it - it doesn't mean it's a good idea to just walk the day of the exam and hope for the best. This is especially true if you
have been out of school for several years, or if you are applying for a competitive graduate program that accepts a limited number of applicants. You may be unfamiliar with some of the vocabulary and math skills on the exam, but you will still need to earn the highest possible score. You will also need to formulate an essay. Our 10 tips to
help you prepare to start on the next page. Content is the first step in preparing yourself to find out what to expect from the exam format and structure. GRE has three types of sections, and each has a time limit in which it should be completed: Verbal: Two 30-minute sections testing vocabulary, grammar and reading comprehension skills.
The types of questions include the completion of the text, the equivalence of the sentence, and the understanding of the reading. Quantitative: Two 35-minute sections testing arithmetic, algebra, geometry and data analysis skills. Types of questions, including value comparisons, word resolution, and data analysis. The calculator has been
allowed since August 1, 2011. Analytical Writing: One section with two separate times 30-minute essays testing your ability to write clearly and effectively. The first asks you to publish and support your opinion on the issue, and the second asks you to evaluate the argument. In most test sites, all SECTIONS of GRE are accepted on the
computer, and verbal and quantitative sections use computer-adaptive testing. This means that if you answer the questions correctly, the computer will give you more complex questions that cost more points. Answer them incorrectly and you'll get easier questions - but getting them right won't boost your score as much. Advertising Is a
good idea to familiarize yourself with how the computer interface works to make sure you are used to the format. You can learn more about the system, in addition to how to schedule an exam, on the GRE website (source: ETS). Gre revised general test replaced gre General Test on August 1, 2011. Online and printed tutorials are still
available for the old test, but it's important to choose a newly updated guide or program so you can explore for the latest version of the test. Although the revised GRE still measures critical analytical writing skills and verbal and quantitative reasoning, the design of the test changed the source: ETS. Revised GRE GRE Advertising Ability to
edit or modify answers in the ability to flag questions using the Mark section and review the ability to navigate the timing section, skipping questions and returning to them before moving on to the next section of the An on-screen calculator for use during the computerized section of quantitative reasoning (those who take the paper test will
be provided by the calculator on the test site) The use of the calculator indicates a shift in the way the maths are measured. Instead of requiring testers to rely heavily on manual computing, the revised GRE puts on weight on reasoning skills (source: Take the GRE). Whether it means attending a class twice a week or picking up a review
book in the library, you want some help in learning for GRE. Experts suggest starting training anywhere from 4 to 12 weeks before the exam, so you can master the material without forgetting anything source: Princeton Review. If you're looking for a course or tutoring, testing preparation companies such as Kaplan and Princeton Review
offer a wide range of services both online and through persona classes across the country. For a more independent study, these companies also publish comprehensive study guidelines, many of which contain testing software that mimics the computer-adaptive testing used on GRE. Whatever curriculum you choose, you need to make
sure that it prepares you properly for the exam. For example, practicing with pencil and paper will only help so much if you are going to take a computer exam. Advertising Another source of practical issues is ETS Powerprep software, which is available on the official GRE website. The software is free and it is made by the same company
that develops GRE. The software has only two full practice exams, however, so you can take one at the beginning of your training regimen and the other towards the end in order to measure your progress. There's more to improving your GRE scores than practice with training guide. If you really want to do your best at GRE, add physical
and mental workouts for your study routine, too. Researchers have found new evidence that regular cardiovascular exercise can increase brain capacity by up to 20 percent, regardless of age. According to one study of adults between the ages of 21 and 45, a three-month exercise program that included aerobic activity increased blood
flow to the brain and led to the growth of new nerve cells in the part of the brain that is responsible for memory and cognitive aging. Advertising Mental Exercises Can Boost ability, too. Whether you're studying a map instead of using GPS to navigate to a new destination or looking for novelty mastering a brain-teasing game like Sudoku,
thinking that your journey through new and complex sets of challenges will help you develop problem solving skills like this as a cognitive ability to understand the relationship between different concepts (source: Kushevsky). Landing on a course of mental and exercise will at least give you the stamina to complete a nearly four-hour exam
- and could potentially lead to improved GRE results, too. Another important element of preparing for GRE is getting a lot of practice with the types of questions on the exam. For the verbal section, the biggest obstacle is usually the vocabulary, so you can make a flash card and explore the roots of some words. For the quantitative section,
make sure you develop systems to perform arithmetic quickly and familiarize yourself with different types of diagrams and graphs. To write the section, do a practice essay so that you will feel comfortable collecting and expressing your thoughts for a short period of time. Again, it is important to simulate exam conditions as much as
possible when you practice. For example, don't stress yourself by trying to make basic calculations in your head because the current version of GRE allows you to use a calculator. And, because you will be judged by spelling and grammar in the writing section of the letter, make sure you don't practice your essays in the program with
auto-correct features enabled. Advertising for college students who didn't get adequate sleep on weekends was found to forget up to 30 percent of the material they had learned in the previous week, even if they spent a lot of time hitting the book source: Gardner. Positive sleep habits can help improve memory and sharpen your focus,
especially if you are learning something new source: Sparacino. If you could benefit from better (or more) sleep, make a few simple changes in the weeks leading up to your GRE. Set up a bedtime ritual to help you roll, for example, listen to music or take a warm bath. If your mind continues to race, recording your thoughts can help you
relax. Turn off the TV and stay away from the Internet; Electronics stimulates the brain and you'll end up needing extra time to fall asleep. Train your body when to sleep - and when to wake up - sticking to the same timeline every evening and morning (source: Mayo Clinic). Advertising Because you will take the exam in the face of tight
time constraints, it will be important to strategically manage your time - even during practice sessions. While the revised GRE, which debuted on August 1, 2011, allows you to go back and view your answers in the section, you should make sure you leave yourself plenty of time to complete all the questions in each section. One important
consideration for managing your time is that it is important to have an additional focus on early math and verbal sections. If you Answer these early questions, a computer-adaptive testing system will provide you with better questions, questions, Will help you achieve a higher score. If you get them wrong, however, you'll be stuck with lower
score issues. For the first 10 or so questions, move slowly and double or triple check your answers. However, you should always keep an eye on the clock, making sure you have enough time to finish. Don't waste your time trying to guess whether the exam questions are getting harder or easier. Moving intentionally through the exam will
help increase your score; trying to hit the head of the computer will not. GRE tests your vocabulary skills using direct and indirect methods. For example, you will need a good vocabulary to answer questions correctly in the verbal section. However, you should also understand the meaning of words in all reading passages and in all other
sections of the test, too. Some study guides include lists of 3,500 words or more that test takers are advised to learn before trying GRE. While this may seem overwhelming, there are several ways to increase your vocabulary. First, start by choosing just four to six words a day to focus on learning, and associate words with photos that
make them easier to remember. Also, if the word contains a set-top box or suffix, use it to deconstruct meaning - useful advice if you've ever got stuck during the actual source: Srivastava test. Advertising As your GRE date approaches and your training strategy threatens to become a blur of practical tests and training guides, take a step
back. Start by reviewing the performance on the last practice test and determine the lowest scores by section. If, for example, your verbal reasoning score lags behind your estimates in other sections, it makes sense to spend more time reviewing this area. Start by focusing on specific questions that you have answered incorrectly. Review
them and determine the right answer. You'll soon find out if something simple is tripping you up, such as rushing to pick an answer before moving on to the next question. If this is not the case, you may find that you need to consider a specific block of material. Advertising Keep in mind that you may not need a GRE-specific study guide to
consider for the test. For example, much of the GRE math section is focused on 9th grade (or lower) skills, meaning that any exercise that focuses on high school math will help source: Mendelssohn. As we said before, you will want to jump through the exam as quickly and confidently as possible to get higher score questions and still
finish on time. This means that you will need a strategy to address issues that you are unsure of. For writing The best strategy is to have a set routine to collect your thoughts so you don't become agitated or disorganized during the exam. For quantitative and verbal sections, where everyone It's a multiple choice, you want strategies that
will help you eliminate the choice of answer as quickly as possible, so you can at least make a confident guess. For quantitative questions, you can connect the answers rather than trying to develop an answer on your own. For oral questions where the answers may be less specific, consider the opposite strategy of formulating an answer
in your head and then choose the option that is best suited. So you can use key word characteristics such as speech parts and verbs to narrow down your choices. After all, the best way to handle each section and the question will be what feels most comfortable for you, which is why exam practice is so important. Learn more about GRE,
graduate school and how you can prepare for them by visiting the links on the next page. All your future is teetering on acing one Test - but no pressure. We have 10 tips on how to stay calm, make a plan and effectively explore for MCAT. 800Score. What is GRE and what does it test? (December 20, 2011) Kim. How much does this
higher education really cost? October 30, 2008. (December 17, 2011) U.S. News and World Report. Testing (ETS). About GRE Revised General Test. (December 20, 2011). Testing (ETS). Prepare for the test. (December 20, 2011). Testing (ETS). Check the content and structure. (December 15, 2011) John. Your college experience. St.
Martin. (December 20, 2011) educational information service. GRE Test Prep. (December 20, 2011). Sharon Weiner and Ira K. Wolff. GRE Barron. Barron's educational series. August 1, 2009.GREexplorer. Tips for preparing GRE. (December 20, 2011). . Kaplan GRE Exam 2010: Strategies, Practice and Review. Kaplan Publishing. June
2, 2009. (December 20, 2011) Cushevsky, Andrea. You can increase your intelligence: 5 ways to maximize cognitive potential. March 7, 2011. (December 15, 2011) clinics. Sleep Tips: 7 Steps for Better Sleep. (December 15, 2011) Brandon. As ace Of High School Entrance Exam. November 17, 2011. (December 15, 2011) Gre. General
questions questions April 2011. (December 15, 2011) Princeton Review. Cracking GRE, 2010 Edition. Princeton Review. June 9, 2009. (December 20, 2011) Sparacino, Alyssa. 11 Surprising health benefits of sleep. Fox News. January 28, 2011. (December 15, 2011) Surprising+Health+Benefits+of+SleepSrivastava, Shipra. How to
remember Barron's Gre Wordlsit. (December 15, 2011) s-gre-wordlist/2010/10/gre-word-list-test-blog-barrons-vocabularyStenson, Jacqueline. Exercise makes your brain brighter at any age. Msnbc. January 6, 2010. (December 15, 2011)
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